This Vimeo lecture by Professor Bruno Latour (Sciences-Po, Paris), entitled, *Social Theory, Tarde and the Web*, was a keynote presentation at the *Knowledge/Culture/Social Change International Conference*, organised by the Centre for Cultural Research (now incorporated into the Institute for Culture and Society as of January 2012), at the University of Western Sydney, on 7-9 November 2011.

The lecture is password-protected; please contact ics@uws.edu.au for password access.

The lecture is accompanied a slideshow. We offer the slideshow in Apple (Keynote) and PC (PowerPoint) formats. Please note that the PowerPoint version has been converted from the original Keynote version, and as a result, certain slides in the PowerPoint (PC) are not as clear as those in the Keynote.

It is anticipated that the Vimeo lecture will be played alongside the slideshow. To facilitate this, timecodes have been added to both formats – using the Notes feature in PowerPoint, and the Comments feature in Keynote. The timecodes indicate when in his lecture Latour refers to each slide. These timecoded notes/comments are visible in the standard view (‘navigator’ view in Keynote, and ‘normal’ view in PowerPoint), but will not be visible if played in full-screen format.

The lecture and powerpoint have been provided by, and are used with, kind permission from Professor Latour.